A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
Tudor, thus confirmed on the throne, was now a young man of
thirty, rather tall, with grey, very intelligent, secretive eyes, full
of observation, sparse-haired, and showing the edges of bad
teeth through thin, rarely parted lips. It was clear that he had
studied the methods and character of Louis XI of France, and
he was very well fitted to copy that master of intrigue and policy.
He was determined to make the English Crown independent of
fiscal aid, as it had become independent of feudal support, and
he had the advantage of being able to confiscate land in masses
on the plea of treason: that plea was always advanced against
opponents as one party or the other succeeded in the struggle
which had gone on since the beginning of the Wars of die
Roses. In an age when the arts were re-arising with new
vividness Henry Tudor was indifferent to them all, save to one,
music.
The New Royal Jurisdiction : Star Chamber, While
Henry based himself upon money, accumulated through vast
confiscations, and by rigorous collection of dues, by loans which
were not repaid, and by excessive fines, he also developed—or,
rather, changed in radical fashion—the legal instruments of the
Crown. He continued throughout his reign to increase the
power of the law courts, which were as yet wholly at the service
of the King. He also struggled successfully against the grouping
of armed servants around the principal nobles. But the most
important of his great reforms, and one which showed his states-
manship to the Ml, was his establishment of a special court for
the confirmation of the kingly domination over what was left $£
the local feudal power.
This court came to be known, from the chamber in the palace
where it sat (a room the ceiling of which was decorated with
stars), as the Court of Star Chamber, and it was the very
foundation of strong royal government in England as long as the
active English monarchy lasted.   Its special characteristic was
that it was not, like the other courts, traditionally in the hands of
the lawyers.   It was really no more than the expression of the
King's will, for he could summon whom he chose to sit as
judges in that court; commonly it included a certain proportion
of lawyers, but always more officials and nobles.   Its prime
characteristics were rapidity and elasticity of action.   Through
Star Chamber the King could deal at once with preparations for
rdbdlion, with libels (especially those affecting the royal power),
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